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DM537 Object-Oriented Programming, Fall 2013, Action Plan

The course DM537 Object-Oriented Programming was evaluated as it
is a first year course. Out of the 94 students, only 34 have answered the
course evaluation sheet.

The course seems to have been at the right level for most of the partici-
pants as demonstrated by their use of time and their relative assessment
of difficulty and work load. A couple of mathematics economy students
have perceived the course as rather difficult, though. Overall, satisfac-
tion for this group seems to be higher than last year, though.

The course material was perceived to be useful. The changes to the
amount and the speed of the live programming examples has resulted in
only one student commenting on not being able to follow. This is a clear
improvement from previous editions.

The students were very satisfied with the lecturer (academic level 97.1%
postive, pedagogical 79.4% positive, preparation 91.2% positive, com-
mitment 88.2% positive). As anticipated in last years action plan this
improves upon last years edition, where personal circumstances had re-
sulted in lower scores for preparation and committment.



The problems with too late feedback were due to time constraints of
the lecturer and some teaching assistants together with the time pressure
imminent in having multiple project deliveries in a quarter course. There
is no action to be taken, as the course is extended to a semester course
with two deliveries, rendering the time pressure a non-issues.

While no new actions seem necessary for the next iteration of the course,
the following item from last year’s action plan continues to seem like a
good idea:

• It seems like a good idea to have a separate project topic for
mathematics-economy students in order to make the relevance of
the course more clear to them.

This item was not implemented in this edition of the course, as input
from the students on topics, interests etc. was insufficient.
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